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Human pose estimation is an important task in physical education, which can provide a valuable reference for teachers and
students. We propose a human pose estimation method based on part affinity field. Firstly, the correlation of position information
and orientation information between limb regions is maintained by part affinity field. +en the key points of limb pose are
localized by part confidence map, and finally, the part affinity field is integrated to correlate all the acquired feature key points to
obtain the human pose estimation. With the aid of computer vision technology, the students’ training movements can be
compared with the standard movements. It enables the students to feel the standard movements and badminton hitting points
more intuitively. In the experiment, we set up a comparison experiment to compare the teaching mode of the method in this paper
with the traditional teaching mode. +e experimental results prove that through the teaching mode of our method, students have
more standard strokes, more smooth skill switching between badminton serves and strokes, and higher badminton stroke scores.
At the same time, such a teaching system adds a lot of fun to the course and makes the students’ participation higher.

1. Introduction

Badminton is a popular sport around the world and is within
our reach in our lives. As a sport that requires quick reaction
and moving to catch the ball [1]. It requires a synergistic stroke
variation between both badminton participants. +erefore,
badminton is also a sport that tests the agility of the human
body, due to its fast hitting and strategic tracking and pre-
diction of badminton landing points, which turns badminton
into a high-spectator sports competition. On the other hand,
from a professional point of view, badminton is an extremely
complex sport [2] with high demands on the physical and
mental strength of the players. According to statistical reports
from badminton professional bodies, it is estimated that there
are about 150 million badminton enthusiasts and about 10
million professional badminton players worldwide [3, 4].

+e key performance indicators of badminton are
mainly reflected in the use of court areas, stroke distribution,
technical movements, and stroke effectiveness. Like tennis
[5–7], squash [8–10], and table tennis [11–13], the key

performance indicators are mainly reflected in tactics. A
successful badminton matchup will hold the opponent in
spatial pressure to hit the badminton to the opponent’s most
disadvantageous area. +e athlete widens the gap with the
opponent when hitting the ball, inducing the opponent to
create a large distance between the shots, making it impossible
to return the ball in the next round, and at the same time
consuming the opponent's physical strength [14, 15]. A pro-
fessional badminton player should learn to fully control the
integration of space, time, and tactics. Coaches, on the other
hand, can obtain training details in the data of each game,
which can be of great reference in future training [16]. For
badminton teaching, teaching professional badminton skills
movements in a decomposed manner can achieve a good
teaching effect. as shown in Figure 1. +en human posture
estimation can better correct the wrong badminton strokes.

With the popularity of badminton, badminton has be-
come a physical education course in colleges and univer-
sities. At present, most of the badminton teaching adopts the
traditional physical education class mode. +e physical
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education teacher will first explain the rules system, action
points, tactical skills, and scoring techniques of badminton
through theory. +en take a practical face-to-face teaching,
mainly to explain some action specifications, bucketing
techniques, and sports injury prevention. +is traditional
didactic course does not allow students to truly feel the
details of the action, and students’ blind imitation is likely to
lead to problems of sports strains and muscle injuries. +is
leads to ineffective physical education [17, 18]. With this
teacher-led learning style, students can only learn bad-
minton by imitating to feel the badminton action and feel
the badminton skills through repeated practice later. +is
makes the quality of badminton teaching half the effort. In
the long run, students will be dependent on the physical
education teacher’s demonstration guidance, in their
practice, often will not get the point.+rough this traditional
way of teaching badminton, students often do not feel the
main points of badminton personally, which reduces their
motivation and participation, and they do not learn the main
points of badminton to think after class [19]. Relevant
studies have proven that there is a direct link between
students’ motivation and their sense of learning experience.
Using smart strategy instruction in physical education can
better increase students’ engagement and interest [20].

A researcher has conducted solid three-dimensional
modeling of player positions and stroke trajectories in bad-
minton and analyzed the relationship between stroke trajec-
tories and scoring points. +is is a meaningful and highly
expressive study. +e presentation model of badminton is
transformed from a pure spectator perspective to a data per-
spective. Data visualization can better assist badminton teaching
and training [21]. Some researchers also started with videos of
past badminton events and dissected the details of badminton
skills from a video analysis perspective. +rough the action
decomposition algorithm, each frame of action is perfectly
presented, and the students’ attention is transferred from the

audience’s point of view to the skill learning link, so that
students have an intuitive understanding of serving and hitting
skills [22]. Chu et al. documented the link between space and
stroke types in badminton through video analysis and proposed
a classification detection model to analyze stroke technique
characteristics. Although this analysis method of badminton
players’ performance patterns is able to present scoring details
in complex matches, spatial and opponent-related movement
details are not analyzed in an integrated manner [23, 24].
Badminton, as a high-intensity sport, has high demands on the
quick reaction ability of athletes. +erefore, the technical details
of opponents in space should be combinedwith before and after
frames for detailed reference in multivariate performance
analysis, and it is more informative to integrate the analysis of
the matchups between athletes and opponents [25].

With the rapid development of technology, the sports
industry urgently needs the intervention of artificial intel-
ligence technology. +e traditional badminton teaching
mode is difficult to mobilize students’ enthusiasm and
participation. It makes it impossible for students to quickly
acquire badminton action essentials and the quality of
badminton teaching is low. With the upgrade of computer
vision technology, stance estimation technology has the
ability to be applied in badminton teaching. +e develop-
ment of these technologies has directly promoted bad-
minton teaching and improved students’ interpretation and
interaction with badmintonmovements.+e introduction of
new technical systems for badminton instruction and
practical practice is directly related to the quality of bad-
minton instruction. Understanding the technical move-
ments of badminton is quite important, the number of
movements that occur in badminton matches is very high,
and it is difficult for badminton teaching to explain the
movements in a decomposed manner, making students
understand the technical movements and thus comprehend
the key points.

Figure 1: Badminton stroke breakdown.
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In this paper, we analyzed the current situation of
badminton and found that the quality of badminton
teaching is not optimistic. In order to further improve the
quality of badminton teaching and students’ participation.
We consider the introduction of artificial intelligence
technology into physical education. With the assistance of
AI technology, the quality of physical education will be
greatly improved. So we analyzed the research results related
to human posture estimation and considered integrating it
into physical education. Finally, we constructed a human-
computer interactive badminton teaching system integrating
computer vision technology and neural network algorithm.
We propose a human pose estimation algorithm to correlate
all the key points of acquired human features based on part
affinity fields. +us, human pose estimation and prediction
are obtained. Finally, we demonstrate through comparison
experiments with the traditional teaching model that the
teaching model through our method results in more stan-
dardized strokes, higher badminton stroke scores, and more
smooth skill switching between badminton serves and
strokes. In addition, through our method, badminton
teaching is more intuitive and interesting, which can greatly
motivate students to learn.

2. Related Work

Ong et al. take inspiration from the flower pollination al-
gorithm (FPA) and use FPA in real-time tracking of video
actions of athletes’ events. Real-time tracking of the athlete’s
center-of-mass pixel coordinates is achieved, and the search
window is set following the adaptive law. +e detection
accuracy of the method is verified by experimental tests to
meet the accuracy requirements [26]. To address the
problem that the predicted range of the athlete’s pose es-
timation does not enable energy-efficient point-to-point
motion, Wang developed a linear time-invariant system in
2012. +e system is able to control the optimal time to
complete the point-to-point motion control and reduce the
cost due to equipment capacity loss by energy optimization
strategy, achieving an accuracy of 85% in the final system
attitude estimation experiment [27]. Rutten et al. embarked
on the study of badminton interactive robots and proposed
an evolutionary operational derivation approach. +e op-
timal pattern of energy is ensured from the time level to
ensure the optimal badminton stroke trajectory. And by
simulating the badminton player’s stroke, the opponent’s
stroke trajectory is predicted as a way to achieve a comeback
[28].

+e biggest challenge facing human posture is the
variation of human appearance, which is challenging in
predicting the coordinates of key points in human space
[29, 30]. Human pose estimation is a necessary joint tech-
nology for many industries, and the subject has been
invested in research and development in various industries
in recent years. Human pose estimation has different cut-offs
in terms of the number of people, and single-person pose
estimation has better accuracy and stability than multi-
person pose estimation. In single-person pose estimation,
only one person in the image is specified and localized, and

then its key points are obtained. In multi-person pose es-
timation, it is necessary to first specify the number of people
to be detected, then extract the individual with the highest
human recognition weight from the image, and then localize
its key points to capture the spatial coordinates. Obviously,
multi-person pose estimation is more challenging, especially
involving the effects of unstructured environments, such as
crowds, occlusions, and multi-person interactions.+emain
structure of the human pose estimation algorithm is a
convolutional neural network. In this paper, to estimate the
pose of badminton action using this method, we choose
multi-person pose estimation. In multi-person pose esti-
mation, there are two main approaches: top-down and
bottom-up.

+e top-down approach will first detect the human body
through the target recognition CNN network and then label
it in the form of a rectangular box. +e rectangular border is
then used as a boundary to locate the human center of mass
points in the rectangular box. +e same operation is then
used to locate other people appearing in the image in the
same number as the specified number of people. +us, the
computational cost of multi-person pose estimation is
closely related to the number of people specified.+is type of
algorithm uses mainly human detector techniques for the
annotation of rectangular boxes and then applies a pose
estimator to each detected person. So the detection results of
multi-person pose estimation algorithms depend heavily on
the accuracy of human detectors [31]. +e human pose
estimation based on convolutional neural networks can all
be presented in the form of a heat map, where a deeper
presentation represents a richer nodal capture. A con-
volutional pose machine is added to the output stage of each
network, which has arrived at a supervised training role for
the network, thus solving the gradient disappearance
problem [32]. Besides, the stacked hourglass network can
effectively expand the perceptual field and is a necessary
continuous structure for pooling and upsampling in human
pose estimation networks [33]. Of course, some researchers
have also adopted the structure of feature pyramids to deal
with feature maps of different resolutions [34]. However, in
this paper, a cascaded pyramid network [35] is adopted to
pool all the feature maps together to achieve multi-scale
detection and obtain multi-scale human features. +e lit-
erature [36] proposed a combined algorithm for the human
pose keypoint prediction method, which can accurately
predict the offset of the pose heat map and feature points and
then perform offset correction to obtain accurate human
spatial keypoint coordinates. Other researchers have tried
end-to-end algorithms for bounding box regression and
keypoint estimation for the human pose, such as Mask
RCNN [37] and Faster R-CNN [38].

+e bottom-up approach is significantly different, as it
first detects all keypoint coordinates of multiple people in
the full map and then performs keypoint combination on an
individual basis to obtain pose estimation results. +e lit-
erature [39] takes inspiration from the integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) algorithm and divides the detection
population into clusters. +e clusters are then matched with
the labeled individuals as a way to obtain the final pose
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estimation coordinate information. +e literature [40] in-
corporates ResNet [41] based on the former to perform
pairwise matching operations on adaptive images through
conditional constraints. Both of these methods are repre-
sentatives of ILP methods, but the computational cost of this
type of method is too high for many researchers to adopt.
Later, Newell et al. proposed fractional map and pixel-by-
pixel embedding methods to successfully match pose key
points to the corresponding people in different clusters, thus
obtaining pose estimation information [42]. +e literature
[31] profoundly investigated a balanced approach between
performance and speed, which was effective in saving
computational costs in later studies. Just because of its high
stability and adaptability and low computational cost, this
algorithm is chosen as the basis of our human pose esti-
mation method in this paper.

3. Method

3.1. Part Affinity Fields. In the input of the pose estimation
algorithm, the input image is assumed to be of size w × h.

+e input is fed into a convolutional neural network for the
prediction of body joints to obtain a confidencemap H and a
part affinity field (PAF) L, L for each limb. +e confidence
map H � (H1, . . . , HJ) indicates the existence of J confi-
dence maps in the whole pose estimation, where
Hj ∈ Rw×h×2, j ∈ 1, . . . , J{ }. HGT

j denotes the average posi-
tion of the key points of each human body in the image, in
terms of the whole without distinguishing individuals, and
its label information is generated by a Gaussian distribution.
PAFs L � (L1, . . . , Lc), C denotes the number of vector
fields, and each limb is assigned a vector field, where
Lc ∈ Rw×h×2, c ∈ 1, . . . , C{ }. LGT

c denotes the unit vector real
information generated independently for each limb, and
each unit vector corresponds to a key point pair j1 and j2,
and all vector directions within the rectangular box
boundaries are j1 pointing to j2. Given the true label yGT �

(HGT, LGT) and the model prediction P � (H, L), the model
is trained using the mean square error EL2(P, yGT), defined
as follows:
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where P denotes the two-dimensional coordinates of the key
points, W denotes the binary mask, mainly for regions with
nonstructural factors (e.g., overlapping occlusion cases like
crowds), and W(p) � 0. +e purpose of the mask is mainly
to prevent the true predictions from being deleted by
mistake during the training process. In addition to this,
supervised units are added in the middle of each stage to
periodically compensate for the gradient and prevent the
occurrence of gradient disappearance [43]. +e overall
objective is f.

f � 
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t�1
f

t
L + 

Tp+Tc

t�Tp+1
f

t
S. (2)

In the parsing process, we use a set of two-assignment
methods in order to better match the body part candidate
matches. Firstly, we set the detection candidate region of the
key points to the maximum position of the confidence map.
+en, we match the linear integrals between the key points
and then obtain the confidence scores of the body joints by
calculation. Finally, all confidence scores are combined, and
the final result of pose estimation is obtained by greedy
correlation law.

3.2. Part Confidence Map. In order to evaluate the f in
equation (2), we chose to start in two dimensions and
generate confidence maps S∗ from the annotated key points.
Each confidence map corresponds to a corresponding limb
site, and each limb site has a corresponding pixel coordinate
representation in 2D coordinates. Ideally, if one person is

detected during the detection process, a peak appears in the
confidence map for each of its limb parts. If more than one
person is detected, a peak appears similarly for each visible
part j of each person k.

Suppose that each person k generates a corresponding
individual confidence map S∗j,k , where xj,k ∈ R2 denotes the
true position of body part j of each person k in the image.
+en the value of position p ∈ R2 in S∗j,k is defined as follows:

S
∗
j,k(p) � exp −

p − xj,k

�����

�����
2

2

σ2
⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠, (3)

where σ is the controller of the peak size; the convolutional
neural network first predicts to obtain a single confidence
map and then aggregates through multiple maximal oper-
ators to obtain the final ground truth confidence map as a
single confidence map.

S
∗
j (p) � max

k
S
∗
j,k(p). (4)

+roughout the network prediction process, we took the
average value of the confidence map instead of the maxi-
mum value in order to maintain the same accuracy of the
nearby peaks. As shown in Figure 2, in our experimental
tests, when we predict confidence maps, we tend to choose
the no-maximal suppression method to obtain independent
body part candidates. In the comparative experiment, we
selected Gaussian curves with different P values, namely
Gaussian 1 and Gaussian 2. From the experimental results, it
can be seen that the intersection between Gaussian 1 and
Gaussian 2 is the optimal range of nonmaximum
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suppression because we take Gaussian 1 and Gaussian 2 to
define the upper bound for nonmaxima suppression.

3.3. Detection and Association. +e images are first fed into
the convolutional neural network to generate the feature
maps F required in the first stage, and then the VGG-19
initial layers are adjusted and initialized. In the first stage,
L1 � ϕ1(F), represents each set of partial affinity fields
(PAFs), where ϕ1 represents the first inference result after
network initialization. In the subsequent stages, each round
of original image and feature F predictions will be based on
the results of the previous stage, and then the PAF logic will
be computed to obtain the accurate predictions.

L
t

� ϕt
F, L

t−1
 ,∀2≤ t≤Tp, (5)

where ϕt denotes the t stage of inference in the convolutional
neural network and Tp denotes the total number of PAF
stages. After each round of Tp iterations, the latest PAF
predictions are passed through the confidence graph de-
tection module.

S
Tp � ρt

F, L
Tp ,∀t � Tp,

S
t

� ρt
F, L

Tp , S
t− 1

 ,∀Tp ≤ t≤Tp + Tc,
(6)

where ρt is the CNN used for inference at stage t andTc is the
number of total confidence map stages.

In contrast to the approach mentioned in the literature
[31], the PAF and confidence maps are refined in each
convolutional neural network inference stage. +anks to the
refinement process, the number of parameters in each in-
ference stage is halved. Our preliminary experimental val-
idation shows that the affinity field prediction is
proportional to the confidence result. More generally, the
output fusion results of each channel of PAF can be used to
infer the corresponding body part. However, if we are only
given fragmentary information about the body parts, we
instead obtain PAF channel information and the associated
confidence map results.

+e effect of the refinement of the affinity field at dif-
ferent stages is shown in Figure 3. All the confidence map
results unfold the predictions within certain PAF bounds,
and this also creates a problem that there is no significant
variation in variability between all the stage confidence
maps. In the iterative process of the neural network, in order

to ensure the correct matching of body joint point features.
We add the loss function L2 at the end of each stage, which
are applied to the PAFs of the body parts in the first branch
and the confidence maps in the second branch. Finally, the
real graphs and fields are matched. In addition to this, to
address the drawback of the dataset, we used a spatial loss
function weighting.

3.4. Human Pose Estimation Network. +e structure of our
proposed human pose estimation network is shown in
Figure 4. +e coded partial prediction is performed by an
iterative approach, which is mainly divided into two parts:
part affinity field ϕt and detection confidence map ρt. Based
on the network structure mentioned in the literature [32], we
optimize the stage prediction by designing its confidence
map as a continuous prediction based on this, where
t ∈ 1, . . . , T{ }; each stage contains supervised units.

Compared with the network structure in the literature
[31], the human pose estimation network in this paper has
more layers. +e initial conv 7× 7 is replaced by three
consecutive conv 3× 3, such an improvement is inspired by
the inception structure proposed by Google, and after such a
structural optimization, the number of parameters of the
network can be greatly reduced, thus reducing the com-
putational cost. In addition, we also refer to the method of
DenseNet [44], which takes three convolutional kernels as
groups and concatenates the output of each group. Such an
operation can increase the number of nonlinear layers and
also extract higher- and lower-level features from the
maximum perceptual field.

4. Experiments

4.1.DataSet. Badminton is a sport, and there is no dedicated
badminton stance data set in the world. In order to verify the
performance of our method, we requested data from bad-
minton matches from relevant authorities. +en we perform
manual classification based on badminton teaching points,
then use video editing software for badminton action seg-
mentation, and then perform manual annotation for each
classified action. Finally, all the collected data were separated
into a training set and test set, and a total of 30,000
movements were produced for the training set and 5,000
movements for the test set. All the following experimental
results analysis is based on this data set.

4.2. Training. All experiments in this article were performed
on Ubuntu 16.04 with python 3.7 configured as the pro-
gramming language environment version. +e experimental
hardware environment uses an RTX 3080 Ti GPU, an Intel
i7-7700 CPU, and 50GB of RAM. +e normalization cri-
terion is used during training. It can optimize the model and
improve the overall robustness and stability of the model,
and a method based on stochastic policy estimation is
proposed as an alternative. To avoid the difficulty of over-
fitting during the training of the deep network, the early
stopping method is used in the training. +e relevant
training parameters are shown in Table 1.

S p

p

Gaussian 1
Gaussian 2

Max
Average

1

0

Figure 2: Confidence values for different peaks.
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4.3. Experimental Procedure. According to the physical
education task set by the school, badminton class is held
once a week for 90 minutes. For this reason, we set up a
control group in the experiment: group A for the teaching
method applying the human pose estimation method of this
paper and group B for the traditional teaching method. For
this purpose, we made detailed planning of the badminton
teaching schedule as shown in Table 2.

+e students in group A follow the human-machine
interaction model. +e class environment is in the machine
vision arrangement of the field. We used the depth camera
Kinect DK as a computer vision sensor to capture the
badminton teaching situation through the depth camera and
then feed it to the algorithm processing unit as shown in
Figure 5.

Firstly, a human pose estimation algorithm is used to
perform action decomposition of badminton strokes and
then according to the main points explained. +en let the
students in the machine vision field and capture the students
comprehend the main points of badminton action; students
can also visualize their own action details on the big screen
and the standard action for comparison; students can correct

their own action according to the standard action, so as to
achieve a teaching purpose. At the end of the class, the
teacher will comment on individual student movements
with large differences and make comments. +e video of the
lesson with the human posture estimates is then given back
to the students in the form of a video. Students can com-
prehend and think about badminton movements again after
the class. +e operation flow of the human-computer in-
teraction system in group A teaching mode is shown in
Figure 6.

+e students in group B who follow the traditional
teaching model learn badminton completely. +e teacher
will first verbally introduce the main points related to
badminton, then demonstrate the main points of each
badminton action through practice, and then let the students
then practice in a cut and feel each badminton action. +e
teacher will give individual instruction to students with
substandard posture. After the lesson, students are required
to reflect on the instructional video and then write a
summary.

4.4. Badminton Serve Evaluation. Regarding the assessment
of badminton serve quality, this assessment guideline was
followed for both groups A and B. Due to a large number of
badminton skill movements, the assessment guidelines for
each movement had subtle differences. In order to reflect the
comparative performance of this study, we chose two skill
movements, backhand and forehand, for the comparative
experimental analysis. We assessed the pre- and post-test
scores of the serve in four main areas: contact point,
movement fluency, stroke trajectory, and stroke score. We

Input VGG19

Conv 3×3×3 Conv 3×3×3Conv 1×1
×2

Conv 1×1
×2

×5 ×5

ϕt

L'

ρt

St

Loss
fL
t

Loss
fL
t

h' × w' h' × w'
Output

Figure 4: Human pose estimation network.

Table 1: Training parameter settings.

Parameter Value
Epoch 30
Regularization 0.001
Initial learning rate 0.02
Hidden unit number 100
Weight attenuation coefficient 0.001
Momentum 0.9

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Figure 3: +e effect of part affinity fields at different stages.
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have summarized the scoring points of badminton strokes,
and the specific scoring points are shown in Figure 7. +e
scoring rules of badminton are only divided according to the
badminton court, and the extra points on the difficulty of the
batter’s actions are counted separately. We mainly study the
scoring situation of badminton on the court.

We also assessed the variance of each weighted score,
and the test of equality of variances implied satisfaction with
the movement skills of the two groups assessed. To prevent
differences in scores due to differences in student fitness, we
also used ANCOVA analysis, which was primarily used to
compare one variable in two or more aggregates, while
considering other variables. +e specific assessment results
are shown in Table 3.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that group
A was better than group B in serve quality assessment
overall, the mean value of contact points in backhand
action was higher in group A than group B by 0.35, the
fluency of action in group A was more than group B by 0.31,
the stroke trajectory in group A was better than group B by
0.25, and the average total score in group A was 1.09 ahead
of group B. +e experiment proves that in badminton
teaching, the human-computer interaction teaching mode
using the human posture assessment method, students’
serving quality and scoring are excellent. Students’ mastery
of badminton movements was more precise. Students were
more fluent in overall movement coherence for badminton
sparring.

Table 2: Comparing the badminton teaching schedule of the experimental group.

Schedule A B
Week
1–4

Course introduction, human-computer interactive badminton action
explanation, and learning

Course introduction and basic badminton skills
learning

Week 5 Automatic pre-testing of badminton serve quality and serve correctness
with feedback under machine vision

+e pre-test of badminton serve accuracy and
badminton serve quality

Week
6–9

Decompose difficult badminton skill movements through the human pose
estimation algorithm and learn its key points

Learned difficult badminton skills, including ball
control, footwork, swing, and stroke

Week 10 Automatic post-test of badminton serve quality and correctness based on
machine vision and give feedback report

+e post-test of badminton serve accuracy and
badminton serve quality, a self-reflection report

Week 11 Badminton teaching effect test Badminton teaching effect test

Figure 5: Computer vision environment construction.

Capture badminton
action data

Human-computer interactive
human pose estimation

Output the results and
upload to the cloud

Third-party platform
data sharing

Figure 6: Human-computer interaction system operation flow for human posture estimation.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the current situation of badminton
and found that the quality of badminton teaching is not
optimistic. In order to further improve the quality of bad-
minton teaching and students’ participation. We integrate the
human pose estimation algorithm into badminton teaching
and construct a human-computer interactive badminton
teaching system integrating computer vision technology and
neural network algorithm. In this paper, we propose a human
pose estimation algorithm, which firstly maintains the cor-
relation of position information and orientation information
between limb regions through part affinity fields. +en the
center-of-mass key points are localized by part confidence
map for the limb pose, and finally, all the feature key points
obtained are correlated according to the part affinity field.
+en the key points in each frame are integrated to obtain the
features in the temporal dimension, and the pose estimation
and prediction can be obtained. With our approach, real-time
stance estimation can be achieved for badminton teaching,
and students can observe the gap between their movements
and the standard ones in the human-computer interface, thus
feelingmore deeply about the essentials of badminton strokes.
In addition, such a teaching system makes badminton lessons
more vivid and interesting and fully mobilizes the curiosity
and motivation of students. Finally, we set up a comparison
experiment to compare the teaching mode of this paper’s

method with the traditional teaching mode.+e experimental
results proved that through the teachingmode of our method,
students’ strokes were more standardized, the skill switching
between badminton serves and strokes was more fluent, and
badminton strokes scored higher.

Due to the wide range of badminton skill movements,
the currently constructed dataset contains only two skill
movements. For the neural network algorithm, the number
of data sets determines the performance of the model.
+erefore, in future research, we will further expand more
professional badminton movements and improve the gen-
eralization ability of the model.

Data Availability

+e data set can be accessed upon request.
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